


GL ASSWARE

ROCKS HI-BALL WINE

SUPER SLIM

PINEAPPLE

COUPE

CHALICE

SHOT

JUG SCHOONER

CHAMPAGNE FLUTE



Inspired by travels across the globe each 
cocktail tells a story. From sipping margaritas in 
the early afternoon under a dusty beach pagoda 
in Mexico to underground late night Aviations 
in Singapore.

Drink up & start your own stories...

Our Drinks

Download our Wallis & Co app on the 

App Store and earn points when you spend
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Australasian
Persuasian

Australasian
Persuasian

ELECTRIC LYCHEE
Sweet and floral but a little sharp - 
Let it spark your night 
(Hendricks, kwai feh, cranberry) 

OH MAI MAI MAI
A spiced cherry twist on a tiki classic
(Old J cherry, triple sec & pineapple juice)

TROPICAL PUNCH
Think Summers BBQs and kicking Back
(Bacardi spiced rum, pineapple juice)

MR BLACKS ESPRESSO MARTINI
Swapping Tia maria for this Australian cold 
brew liquor gives you that extra ‘pick me up’
(Mr blacks coffee liqueur, vanilla vodka & fresh espresso) 
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Classic cocktails available on request
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I MISS THE BEACH
A tarted up version of that modern classic, 
featuring Absolut Mandarin & Crème de Peche
(Absolut mandarin, peach liqueur, orange & cranberry)

NORTHERN GLOW 
Too many and you will see the Northern lights
(Bombay sapphire, triple sec, pink grapefruit) 

Australasian
Persuasian

THE IRISH PENGUIN
Irish Whisky with South African sauvignon Blanc,
an unusual combinatin but you’ll love it  

SHE’S A GOLD DIGGER
She ain’t messin with no broke...
(Hendricks, kwai feh, blackberry, cranberry, lime, prosecco. Gold) 
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Classic cocktails available on request
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(Jamesons whisky, South African Sauvignon blanc, Apple Juice)



Back to British

LEMON MERINGUE PIE
Just like Granny use to make
(Smirnoff vodka , licor 43 , pineapple juice & lemon curd)

HARTLEPOOL HURRICANE
a local twist on a classic from the deep south
(Bacardi, poetic license gin, passionfruit puree & orange juice)

CANDYFLOSS DAIQUIRI
Soon to be a modern classic
(Bacardi , strawberry liqueur , candy floss syrup, cranberry)

RHUBARB & CUSTARD
That Classic Sweet from days gone by
(Rhubarb liqueur, licor 43 & apple juice)

DAVY SPECIAL
Homage to our very own Davy Oram
(Southern comfort, disaronno, cranberry, lime)
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Classic cocktails available on request
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Back to British

THE SUNDERLAND VARIANT
One of our classics remastered 
with Poetic Licence gin
(Poetic License Northern Dry , St Germaine & apple juice)

RHURBARBRA STREISAND
Oo-whoo-oo-oo-whoooo-oo-oo Barbra Streisand
(Vanilla vodka, rhubarb gin, lime, rhubarb jam, irn bru)

ANGER MANAGEMENT
Grapefruit gin, triple sec, coconut syrup 
& pineapple juice
(Hoxton gin, triple sec & pineapple juice)

CHERRY & POMEGRANTE MOJITO
The tangy combination that’s mint!
(Pomegranate liqeur, cherry brandy, cherry purree, cranberry)

THE BRAINLICKER
Inspired by the childhood sweet.
Drink it ! Don’t lick it !
(Grape vodka , creme de mure, apple juice) 
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Classic cocktails available on request
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90210
Peach combined with orange made into a spritz. 
Quite refreshing
(Creme de pêche , triple sec, orange juice, prosecco)  

The Rum Diaries 
and Beyond

RASPBERRY & ELDERFLOWER 
MOJITO
Raspberry rum, Elderflower liqueur, mint raspberries.

DROP DEAD ZOMBIE
4 rums, 1 liqueur, 3 juices and 
fire pack quite the kick
(Dark rum, spiced rum, tiki fire rum, wray & nephew, 
apricot brandy, orange & pineapple juice)

EL SUENO SLING 
Watermelon tequila, Peach Liquor, apple, lime. 
Refreshing.

PINEAPPLE RUM SHAKE
Our twist on a classic pina colada
(Pineapple rum, coconut milk, pineapple juice)
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Classic cocktails available on request
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LAST NIGHT TEQUILA SAVED MY LIFE
So good you wouldn’t even think tequila was in it
(Tequila, strawberry liqueur , cranberry juice)

SNAP, CRACKLE, STRAWBERRY POP
We won’t charge you for being a cereal killer if you 
eat the topping
(Tequila rose, vodka, strawberry puree, milk. White choc rice crispies)

HONEY & COCONUT MARGARITA
Cazcabel Honey Tequila, coconut tequila, 
Cointreau, Fresh Lime, lil baggy of salt. 

The Rum Diaries 
and Beyond
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SOLERO
Keeping you in the summer feels this winter
(Rum ting, passoa, apple, orange, mango)
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Classic cocktails available on request



This one time 
in Europe
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ABSOLUTELY BISCOFF
Frangelico, rum, cream and of course 
biscoff make this a smooth digestif
(Old J gold, Frangelico, cream, milk & biscoff)

CHERRY TASH
served with foam and a cherry on top
(Disaronno, cherry brandy, lychee, strawberry)

TALL PINK & BUBBLY
Vodka, Elderflower, Zinfandel, strawberry, Bubble 
Cloud on top.

WHAM BAR
A classic of ours. If you know, you know
(Bacardi raspberry, raspberry liqueur & cranberry juice)
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Classic cocktails available on request



This one time 
in Europe

WATERMELON CRUSH 
Spanish watermelon gin, strawberries and a hint 
of cucumber equal satisfaction
(Watermelon gin, Midori, strawberry syrup, cranberry juice)

RED BERRY COOLER
An essential summer refreshment
(Absolut raspberry, strawberries, cranberry juice) 

BLUE RASPBERRY BON
Berry vodka mixed with Hpnotiq liqueur; 
careful it doesn’t put you in a trance
(Berry vodka, Hpnotiq liqueur, blue curacao, fizzy top. Bon Bons) 
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Classic cocktails available on request
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GRAPE SODA 
A proper grape tasting bevie ; Hypnotiq, grape 
vodka, blackberry, cranberry

8.
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Sharers

BIG WOOOO!
(Vodka raspberry vodka, peach, strawberry puree, cranberry)

THE PINK ONE
(Pink Gin, licor 43, cranberry, lemonade) 

COCKTAIL TREE
(12 Martini style cocktails, choose any 3 different types) 

GET TO THE PUNCH
(Spiced rum, white rum, mango puree, pineapple, orange, angustora bitters) 
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Download our Wallis & Co app on the App Store and earn points when you spend



shots



......................................

Shots
£3.30

4 for £12

CREAM SODA

BABY G

ALOHA

JAM DOUGHNUT

I WANT BITTIE

HPNOTIQ

Please ask your server which classic 
shot/bomb concoctions they can offer you
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PATRON TEQUILA £5.00
(Not included in the above deal) 

CAZCABEL COFFEE 

NIPPLE N CRIPPLE
(Raspberry ripple)



zero



Taking it easy
 (zero alcohol)

SOFT PORNSTAR £4.50

ITALIAN SPRITZ £4.50

INNOCENT ESPRESSO MARTINI £5.00

STRAWBERRY & CUCUMBER MULE £4.50

BASIL & BLACKBERRY FIZZ £4.50

ELDERFLOWER & BLUEBERRY CRUSH £4.50

PEACH & MANGO ICE TEA £4.50

BLACKBERRY & RASPBERRY ICE TEA £4.50

LYCHEE & ROSE ICE TEA £4.50

SEEDLIP GIN & FEVER TREE TONIC £5.50
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Download our Wallis & Co app on the App Store and earn points when you spend



gin



CLASSIC, LONDON DRY STYLE GINS
Perfectly paired with Fever-Tree indian tonic water

BOMBAY SAPPHIRE GIN (HOUSE POUR) £3.60
crafted from an original 1761 recipe, expect fresh, bright 
citrus notes, a lively juniper character and an elegant, 
light spicy finish. Garnished with lime wedge.

POETIC LICENSE NORTHERN DRY GIN £4.00
A big punch of juniper finely balanced with green cardamom 
for a warm and spicy flavour, with undertones of lemon and 
eucalyptus.Garnished with a lemon wedge.

CITRUS AND HERBACEOUS GINS
Perfectly paired with Fever-Tree mediterranean tonic water

BATHTUB GIN £4.75
Botanicals are infused in a high quality pot-distilled grain 
spirit,lending a tint to the final spirit which is clean, 
fresh and packed with flavour.Garnished with an orange peel.

GIN MARE £4.70
A herbaceous taste of the Mediterranean with rosemary and 
basil.Garnished with rosemary, olives and lemon.

JINZU GIN £4.30
A fresh juniper taste invigorated with zesty citrus and 
delicate hints of cherry blossom flavour, finished with a 
smooth sake.Garnished with a lime wedge.

MALFY LIMONE GIN £4.35
A zesty citrus gin made in Turin using lemons grown in 
Siciliy and on the Amalfi coast, as well as botanicals 
including juniper, coriander, angelica and cassia bark. With 
a background of juniper. A luscious lemon zing with a long 
complex finish. Garnished with lemon zest.

TANQUERAY LONDON DRY GIN £4.00
Clear and poignant juniper aromas with a light spice.
Garnished with a lemon twist.

(price excludes mixer)
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WHITLEY NEILL RHUBARB & GINGER GIN £4.30
Subtly tart with clear rhubarb influence. A twist of orange 
sweetness and herbaceous coriander brings balance to the 
palate.Garnished with orange.

MALFY BLOOD ORANGE GIN  £4.35
Made using Sicilian Blood Orange Peel, Italian Juniper and 
other fresh botanicals. A rich bittersweet citric, long 
finish with orange blossom and a background of juniper. 
Garnished with dehydrated orange.

MALFY ROSA SICILIAN PINK GRAPEFRUIT GIN  £4.35
Bright, fresh grapefruit, rich rhubarb and citrus aroma with 
a fresh grapefruit and rich, long juniper finish. Garnished 
with grapefruit and rosemary.

FRESH AND FLORAL GINS
Perfectly paired with Fever-Tree elderflower tonic water

BOË VIOLET GIN £4.15
The addition of violets creates a stylish gin with a 
light,delicate taste and beautiful colour and aroma.
Garnished with blackberries.

WHITLEY NEIL BLOOD ORANGE GIN   £4.45
Bright, zesty aromas head up a clean, citrus Gin. A sweet 
fruit burst of Sicilian Blood Oranges offers a smooth crisp 
taste of the Mediterranean sun. Garnished with orange zest.

WHITLEY NEIL WATERMELON & KIWI GIN  £4.45
A stunning mix of tropical flavours from ripe and bright 
Watermelon & Kiwi add refreshingly subtle hints of summer to 
this gin. Garnished with watermelon and lime.

PINKSTER GIN £4.20
Fresh raspberries are steeped in the triple-distilled 
spirit.Dry yet subtly smooth finish.Garnished with 
raspberries.

17
(price excludes mixer)
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(price excludes mixer)

GINGER SERVES
Perfectly paired with Fever-Tree ginger ale

AVIATION GIN  £4.50
Made in the full bodied Dutch Style with 100% corn neutral 
spirit.Garnished with mint and lime.

BROCKMANS GIN  £4.25
Juniper is complemented by unique blueberry and blackberry 
flavours that deliver a distinctive fruit taste.
Garnished with blackberries and orange.

EDINBURGH GIN RHUBARB & 
GINGER LIQUEUR  £4.10
A delightful liqueur from the Edinburgh Gin company infused 
with rhubarb and ginger.Garnished with ginger and lemon.

POETIC LICENSE OLD TOM GIN £3.80
Sweet and peppery with strong floral notes.
Garnished with lemon.

SLOE AND SWEETER GINS
Perfectly paired with Fever-Tree lemon tonic water

GINTING PASSIONFRUIT, MANGO AND ELDERFLOWER  £4.25
Fresh fruit is right at the fore, with tangy mango and a hint 
of passion fruit. Subtly spicy juniper and cassia in the 
background. Garnished with passionfruit.
 
JAWBOX PINEAPPLE & GINGER GIN LIQUEUR  £4.25
Sweet pineapple notes in the nose with aromas that evoke 
Caribbean sunshine. Sticky sugar glazed pineapple on the 
palate, with an undercurrent of sharp juniper sprinkling with 
warm ginger. Garnished with ginger and pineapple leaf.

GORDONS SLOE GIN £4.00
The finest sloe berries, steeped gently and then combined with 
gordon’s classic gin, marrying the dryness of gordon’s with 
cassis sweetness.

BEEFEATER PINK   £4.00
Made using the original Beefeater London Dry recipe with the 
addition of natural strawberry flavouring to give vibrant and 
delicious strawberry taste.



Fever-Tree Mixers 

£2.50

Premium Indian Tonic Water

Refreshingly Light Tonic Water

Elderflower Tonic Water

Mediterranean Tonic Water

Sicilian Lemon Tonic Water

Ginger Ale

Ginger Beer

Madagascan Cola

Mexican Lime soda

19
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TEQUILA
JOSE CUERVO ESPECIAL SILVER £3.30
A true silver tequila, the epitome of smooth! A unique and 
balanced blend to bring out tones of agave, caramel & fresh 
herbs.

EL RAYO PLATA £4.00
Clean and fresh with a hint of citrus. Clean, vibrant flavours 
from Mexico’s slow grown blue agave.

EL RAYO REPOSADO   £4.00
Soft, warm notes of honey kissed vanilla. Aged in ex-bourbon 
barrels for 7 months, the wood does the rest.

1800 COCONUT  £4.20
Made from 100% blue agave picked in Jalisco, Mexico, this is 
1800’s triple distilled blanco tequila infused with real 
coconut !

CAZCABEL COFFEE £4.00
Cazcabel blanco tequila blended with a roasted sweet hit of 
luxury arabica coffee from the coastal region of Soconusco in 
Mexico !

CAZCABEL HONEY   £4.00
Fresh 100% natural honey, heady aromas of fresh white flowers, 
honeysuckle and notes of caramel.

PATRON SILVER £5.00
The king of tequilas ! Crystal clear and ultra smooth with 
aromas of fruits and citrus.

20(price excludes mixer)



rum



BACARDI RASPBERRY £3.90
(paired with Fever-Tree Raspberry & Rose Soda)

BACARDI COCONUT £3.90
(Fever-Tree Madagascan Cola)

OLD J ORIGINAL £3.90
(paired with Fever-Tree Ginger Ale. Garnished with squeezed lime)

OLD J SILVER £3.90
(paired with Fever-Tree White Grape & Apricot soda)

OLD J CHERRY £3.90
(paired with Fever-Tree Madagascan Cola)

OLD J PINEAPPLE £3.90
(paired with Fever-Tree Lemonade)

OLD J TIKI FIRE PAIRED £4.20
(paired with Old Jamaican pineapple soda)

PINEAPPLE GRENADE 
PINEAPPLE & SALTED CARAMEL RUM £4.20
(paired with Fever-Tree Madagascan cola)

DIPLIMATICO MANTUANO £4.20
(paired with Fever-Tree Spiced Orange ginger ale)

RUMTING 
PASSIONFRUIT MANGO & ELDERFLOWER RUM £4.25
(paired with Fever-Tree Lemonade)

SAILOR JERRY £3.60
(paired with Fever-Tree Ginger Beer. Jerry loves ginger)

22(price excludes mixer)
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FAMIGLIA PROSECCO
Italy
Elegant fruity aromas of 
apple and apricot. 
A smooth, fresh and 
well-balanced sparkling 
wine.

Bottle £25.00    125ml £5.45

FAMIGLIA PROSECCO ROSE
Italy
Light rosé colour. Elegant 
and intense bouquet. Dry, 
soft and well-balanced on 
the palate; round with 
Clean, crisp and fresh 
strawberries on the palate.

Bottle £28.00

Bubbles

VILARNAU CAVA,
BRUT RESERVA
Spain
Dare to be different,
traditional cava made
for prosecco lovers.

Bottle £30.00 

VILARNAU CAVA,
ROSE RESERVA
Spain
For those that love 
a Rose Prosecco,
but this has more style.

Bottle £30.00 



wine



CRAMELE RECAS PINOT 
GRIGIO
Romania

Opulent aromas of
grapefruit and peach that 
follow through to the palate 
and combine with melon,green 
apples and citrus fruit.

Bottle £19.50
175ml £5.50
250ml £7.00

BOULDERS BEACH 
SAUVIGNON BLANC
South Africa
A light and refreshing palate 
teaser, packed with tropical 
passion fruit and pineapple 

Bottle £20.00
175ml £5.50
250ml £7.00

MONTERAY BAY 
CHARDONNAY 
California

A fabulous balance of 
refreshing citrus and tropical 
fruit flavours with just a hint 
of vanilla on the finish.

Bottle £19.50
175ml £5.50
250ml £7.00

White Wine
FARFALLA TREBBIANO
Italy

Crisp, light and fresh, 
with lovely hints of fresh 
fruit on the nose.

Bottle £18.00
175ml £5.00
250ml £6.50

WADDLING DUCK 
SAUVIGNON BLANC
New Zealand

Youthful and very
approachable with a nose
of intense, fresh gooseber-
ryfruit. The palate is dry 
and full of white peach and
passion fruit flavour.

Bottle £29.00
175ml £7.50
250ml £10.50

HONORE DE BERTICOT 
SAUVIGNON BLANC
France

Terrific quality Sauvignon 
Blanc from one of the 
Bordeaux satellite regions; 
grassy with crisp 
citrus fruit and gooseberry 
notes.

Bottle £23.00
175ml £6.00
250ml £8.50

25125ml available upon request



MONTEREY BAY ZINFANDEL 
ROSE
USA

Quite the most delicious
wine, a racy mix of
watermelon and cherry with
a delectable sweetness.

Bottle £19.50
175ml  £5.50
250ml £7.00

CRAMELE RECAS PINOT 
GRIGIO BLUSH
Romania

Lively raspberry and floral
aromas with fresh 
strawberry and apple notes
on the palate.

Bottle  £19.50
175ml £5.50
250ml £7.00

Rosé

26125ml available upon request

HOT
PICK

Whispering Angel
Provence

Supposedly the most instagrammed wine in the world,
or at least Hartlepool lol!

On the palate delicate summer berry red fruits
and a deliciously creamy finish.

Bottle £45.00



FARFALLA SANGIOVESE
Italy

Rich, backed red fruit 
driven wine with good 
structure and long finish.

Bottle £18.00
175ml £5.00
250ml £6.50

JARRAH WOOD SHIRAZ
Australia

This classic Australian 
Shiraz is packed with ripe 
cherry and raspberry 
flavours with a pepper spice 
finish.

Bottle £19.50
175ml £5.50
250ml £7.00

LA COLOMBE MERLOT
France

A fine nose of red fruits,
particularly strawberry. On
the palate, there are
flavours of strawberry and
redcurrant, as well as 
hints of walnut and dark
chocolate.

Bottle £19.50
175ml  £5.50
250ml £7.00

EQUINO MALBEC
Argentina

A mix of plum, raspberry
and blackberry, medium-
bodied, yet soft and silky
with seductive tannins. The
purity of this wine is a
natural acidity which
complements the fruits in a 
great, lengthy finish.

Bottle £23.00
175ml £6.00
250ml £8.20

Red

HOT
PICK

Franschhoek Cellar Cabernet Sauvignon
South Africa

A deep crimson colour with sublime concentration of 

blackcurrant and violet leading in to a smooth palate of 

mulberry fruit with a lingering and juicy intensity.

Bottle £19.50    175ml £5.50    250ml £7.00
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LA CUVEE LAURENT-PERRIER
France

Laurent-Perrier’s signature
champagne, La Cuvée is

delicate yet complex with
crisp notes of citrus fruit and

white flowers, and great
length on the finish.

Bottle £60.00

CUVEE ROSE LAURENT-PERRIER
France

This iconic rosé
Champagne has great

depth and freshness with
hints of fresh strawberries,

raspberries and wild
cherries.

Bottle £95.00

Champagne



Download our Wallis & Co app



www.wallisandco.com

info@wallisandco.com

SOCIAL

@wallisandco


